
     

SEE THE DANGERS OF THE POKEMON GO GAME 
by INSIDE EDITION  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCBSBnbKWac  
 
    
 FIRST VIEWING = listen for words you know and then share your findings with the class. 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 SECOND VIEWING = put the sentences below back into the right order as you hear them. 
 
        “These little guys pop up and you capture them, just like that.” = n° 

        “It’s the new national obsession.” = n° 
“Somebody with evil intent could use a lure to draw you into a trap.” = n° 
          “I mean, I’ve really read stories where these things happen.”  = n° 
                 “But one feature of the game is causing concern today.” = n° 

        “So here is how it works.” = n° 
           “Sure enough, within a few minutes, a crowd has gathered.”   = n° 

          “Check out this crazy scene outside a library!” = n° 
 
 
 ADDITIONAL VIEWING = watch as many times as necessary for you to do the activities. 

 
1. 00:00 = listen and tick the words you hear and then put them back into sentences. 

 
□ streets □ across □ people □ play   □ America □ animated    
□ look for □ even  □ creatures □ take  □ little  □ world 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

2. 00:20 = tick the correct sentences. 
 
□ The app always knows your location 
□ You don’t need to use your phone to play.  
□ The goal (= aim) of the game is to collect as many Pokémon characters (= creatures) as you can.  
□ You are not allowed (= authorized) to start a war (= battle) against other players.  
 

3. 00:40 = tick the correct answers to the questions. 
  
* What is a lure supposed to do?  
□ It is supposed to make Pokémon come to where you are. 
□ It is supposed to locate you and help you catch a new Pokémon. 
 
* What did the three dudes (= guys) on the Police ID photograph do?  
□ They used a lure to make people come to a parking lot.  
□ They used a lure to catch other people’s Pokémon. 
□ They used a gun to rob (= steal from) other players.  
 
* Why have all the people gathered within minutes?  
□ They watched an advertisement (= publicity) for the game on YouTube. 
□ They saw a lure appear on their mobile phone screen. 
□ They came because the blonde girl and the reporter set a lure. 

 

 

 



4. 01:27 = listen to the woman on her webcam ; what advice does she give players?  
 
        □ be with someone else.  
 When playing PG, you should …   □ go by yourself. 
        □ be with more than one person. 
        □ pay attention. 

When playing PG, you should not …   □ walk off the sidewalk. 
       □ walk into traffic. 
 
5. 01:41 = read and write down the warning the creators of the game have issued. 

 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 Give two examples you have heard about :  
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

6. 01:57 = listen to the last sentence and answer the question. 
 
What do parenting experts think of the Pokémon Go game for kids?  
 
It is …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 

 


